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INTRODUCTION

Crystals are natural substances in an
orderly, geometric arrangement at an atomic
level. They are solidified (crystallised) componds
of elements, such as ice or snowflakes from
water, and diamonds from carbon. They aren't
necessarily 'crystal clear', but are often opaque or
translucent, although all absorb light and reflect
it in colour, so vibrating at particular frequencies.
Crystals help us balance our own vibrations, from
our innermost cells to our aura, as we resonate
and align with them naturally.
Crystals have long been used in energy healing
and alongside other modalities. Get started on
your own healing journey utilising these
beautiful forms.
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By Frances McGonigle, DHP Acc.Hyp

GETTING STARTED
Each crystal is unique in its chakra healing abilities. For
example: clear quartz for the crown (although also known as
the mother stone, covering all chakras); amethyst or dark
blue sodalite for the third eye; light blue agate or a lighter
sodalite for the throat; a green malachite or jasper for the
heart; citrine for the solar plexus; carnelian for the sacral
chakra; and red or brown jasper for the root. Both powerful
and beautiful, crystals can enhance your whole life.

TIPS
Crystals can absorb negative
energy, so regularly cleanse
them to remove it. Run them
under water now and again, as
well as before and after use in
healing sessions. Speak to
them also, in the same way as
you would to plants, to
increase the positive vibes all
around!

Make it a personal ritual:
Buy crystals that
Lying down, place your
you're drawn to,
crystal(s) on the
without necessarily
corresponding chakra
knowing what they point(s). Meditate with
do. You can look this
positive intentions of
up later.
gratitude and love.

Place crystals around
your home to
harmonise energies.
Look up their uses in
Feng Shui for
guidance.

Water is crystalline too
(think of snowflakes), so
project positivity over
water and meals (don't
eat in a negative
environment).*

* Refer to Dr Emoto's water consciousness study for the effect of emotions on water.
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